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Messaging apps are here to stay
Billions of people use messaging apps on a daily basis to
communicate - exchanging texts, hyperlinks, videos,
photos and documents in private conversations and
group chats.
Because of their sheer utility, many people have
started to use publicly available chat apps in the work
environment - the UK healthcare service is a good
example, where smartphone apps have enabled quick,
effective collaboration between clinicians, with great
benefits for patient care.
However, not all apps are designed for professional
use, and this raises security, data-protection and
accountability concerns.

Introducing Multitone Appear
Multitone Appear: the secure messaging app
for emergency services and business
Our messaging application, Multitone Appear, is designed to provide all of
the functionality and advantages of publicly available chat apps, with extra
functionality to improve its suitability for emergency service and business use
- enhancing security, improving oversight and adding features which take it far
beyond a simple messaging app.
Appear is ideal for a number of industries: as a collaboration tool for
clinical staff in hospitals, to enable security teams to share CCTV video or
photographs, or to keep off-site colleagues in touch with the office and each
other.
Use of Multitone Appear requires the Multitone i-Message server which can
be installed within your premises or accessed via an AWS Cloud service.

Key features at a glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transcends in-app messaging: users’ contact details can be configured
in i-Message so that messages created in Appear can be sent to them by
SMS, email or pager
Silent and Do Not Disturb (DND) override for highest priority messages
Variety of message priority levels to choose from
Centrally administered contact list
One-to-one and group chat
Choice of user statuses
Able to make and receive voice calls
Configurable message templates
Supports sharing of photos and videos

About Multitone Appear
Dedicated Corporate Solution
Multitone i-Message, working in tandem with Appear, forms the
core of your business communications. It links each member of
staff and a range of systems together for streamlined, secure and
fail-safe communications. With Multitone Appear, everyone in your
business has a single point of contact, and you’re not limited to
conversing with other users through Appear messaging: you can
also reach contacts by pager, email or SMS text. You can also
message a whole team irrespective of what devices they use,
safeguarding delivery and effortlessly keeping people in touch.
As the app is part of the Multitone critical communications
ecosystem, it can also receive automatically-generated alerts
from IoT networks and other Multitone solutions, including intruder
alarms, fire alarms, the Multitone EkoTek staff safety and nurse call
systems, and much more.

Rapid Conference Calling
The built-in conference call feature allows rapid set-up and initiation
of conference calls to key colleagues. Having selected the people
required, Multitone Appear sends a conference request inviting
the selected users to join the call. Because of the app’s security
features, no special conference number or PIN is required, making
the process quick and easy.

About Multitone Appear
Voice Integration (VoIP)

Message Priority

Integration between your Multitone i-Message and the phone
system allows Multitone Appear users, utilising Voice over IP
(VoIP), to connect to internal telephone extensions or smart
phones, allowing you to speak to key colleagues or your whole
team seamlessly within the app.

You can set the priority level of your messages:
communications sent at emergency priority will automatically
override Silent and Do Not Disturb settings. Voice messages can
also be played automatically even if the phone is locked. This
means Multitone Appear can complement medical pagers and is
ideal for on-call key workers in other industries.

Message Status
A key feature is the ability to track message status from ‘device
acknowledgement’ upon message delivery to ‘read receipt’
and ‘user acknowledgement’, helping guarantee important
communications never go unanswered. Additionally, Multitone
i-Message retains a copy of all messages sent and received,
allowing communications to be analysed for audit purposes.

Monitored Network
One of the app’s most powerful features is its use of a fully
monitored network connection. If a smartphone utilising the
Multitone Appear app should go offline due to poor coverage,
messages sent during this period will not be lost: the Multitone
system stores them so that once coverage is re-established any
missed messages are automatically re-sent. When a user returns
from holiday, the receipt of missed messages can be staggered to
prevent information overload.

User Status Monitoring
With the Multitone Appear status indicator, including “on-call”,
“busy” or “not available” settings, you can instantly see who is and
isn’t available, allowing you to either leave a voice or text message,
or contact an alternative colleague for more urgent matters.
Crucially, whatever its set to, the status setting never prevents
critical messages from reaching you.

Keep Work Separate
With Multitone Appear, you’ll be able to get in touch with all your
colleagues via messaging, email and phone, and you can look up
anybody you need to speak with by job title, even if you don’t know
them; making Appear a powerful collaboration tool.
However, Appear conceals contact details (email addresses, phone
numbers etc.) to prevent any misuse of personal information.
Furthermore, you can only contact designated users; ensuring the
app is only used for professional purposes.

About Multitone Appear
Secure & GDPR compliant

Lone Worker Safety & Task Management

Multitone Appear is designed to be the safest communications
platform possible: allowing you to share sensitive patient notes,
medical photos or confidential business information without fear of
data being compromised.

Thanks to our versatile technology, Multitone Appear can be
configured to form part of your off-site worker management and
safety strategy. Appear can report each user’s location on a regular
basis with GPS, which can then be displayed to admins on a live
map-board. The app can also be configured with special buttons
so users can confirm their arrival at a job, report the completion of
a task or raise an alarm if they are in trouble. It is also possible to
set up ‘dead-man’ safety alarms which must be acknowledged by
users.

The app features end-to-end encryption and data stored within
the app cannot be accessed by other apps, transferred to internal
storage or shared outside the Appear ecosystem. Data is also
backed-up onto the Multitone i-Message server and can be safely
wiped from the phone remotely if it is lost or stolen.

Desktop Management
As Multitone Appear operates in tandem with our i-Message
servers, administrators can manage the entire Appear network
on their PC via their internet browser. You can use the i-Message
interface to set up new users, message existing app users, check
their statuses and much more.
Both Appear and i-Message are highly customisable, allowing you
to tailor their functionality to your needs; creating bespoke live
status boards and adding specially-configured buttons to the app,
for example.

With the use of logic-based geofencing, you can also configure
alerts to go out only to workers in the relevant area, so you won’t
distract anyone who is too far afield to be of assistance.

Technical Information
Integrated with Multitone i-Message
Appear works in tandem with Multitone’s i-Message messaging
platform and stores data within i-Message, which is installed on
your premises or available as a secure AWS Cloud service.

Features

SIP telephone client (VoIP)

SIP client conference bridge (VoIP)
Receive a message (text/speech)
Receive a message with cloud notification

On premises, Multitone i-Message can sit on your network, behind
your firewalls and data security measures. What’s more, this setup
means Appear will continue to work locally through your Wi-Fi
network even if the external internet connection is lost. If you
choose i-Message in the Cloud, you’ll benefit from AWS’s cutting
edge technology. We can even offer an on-premises/Cloud hybrid
solution, offering you the best of both worlds.

Silent alert automatic override

AES128 and AES256 Encryption

Offline send message, store and forward

All data transmitted and stored within the i-Message Cloud is endto-end encrypted using AES128 and AES256, as is data held on
devices: all of which is deleted from the app when the user logs
out. The app features manual authentication with auto log-off
challenged every 24-hours, and if a device is lost or stolen the
access and details of the device can be revoked immediately,
protecting sensitive data.

Manual accept response

Android & iOS

Individual & group messaging

Multitone Appear supports both Android and Apple (iOS) devices.
This means that no matter which devices your organisation is
using, you can adopt Multitone Appear today.

Send and receive voice, image & video

Offline message store and forward
Saves messages to the i-Message Cloud
Select user(s) or group from contact list
Manage contact list
Send message with text, speech or image
Select pre-stored message template
Automatic received & read
Secure login
AES128 and AES256 secure encryption
Monitored network connection
Select status & change availability
Auto online/offline availability
View user availability before call
Create and edit personal groups
Digital signature capture
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Appear Lite
Paging brought to smartphones
Multitone Appear Lite is a ‘receive only’ app, operating as a
smartphone pager with the ability to confirm receipt to the sender.
This is useful as most messages require someone to take an
action, or simply to acknowledge the communication, confirming
that they have received and accepted the call or task.
Appear Lite can be used in a variety of settings, for healthcare
workers, maintenance crews, firefighters, or on-call IT engineers.
Appear Lite features the same security features as Appear and
requires Multitone i-Message.
For more information about
Appear Lite, visit multitone.com/appear-lite

Features

Appear Lite

SIP telephone client (VoIP)
SIP client conference bridge (VoIP)
Receive a message (text/speech)
Receive a message with cloud notification
Silent alert automatic override
Offline message store and forward
Saves messages to the i-Message Cloud

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Select user(s) or group from contact list
Manage contact list
Send message with text, speech or image
Select pre-stored message template
Offline send message, store and forward
Automatic received & read
Manual accept response
Secure login
AES256 secure encryption
Monitored network connection

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Select status & change availability
Auto online/offline availability
View user availability before call
Individual & group messaging
Create and edit personal groups
Send and receive voice, image & video
Digital signature capture

✓

Why Multitone?
Multitone Electronics are critical communications experts.
With our powerful integrative platforms, our resilient
design know-how and suite of communications methods
and devices, we can offer you a robust, comprehensive
communications solution for your most demanding of working
environments.
Our technology and expertise are deployed within emergency
services across the UK and Ireland, delivering time-critical
messages which save lives; such as mobilising a cardiac
team in a hospital, or a fire station’s retained firefighters.
But thanks to the diversity and adaptability of our solutions,
Multitone also ensure school teachers working in challenging
environments can get immediate access to support and
assistance directly to their location at the press of a button,
and provide the communications architecture for large,
complex retail and commercial sites.
Whatever your communication needs, Multitone can provide
the answer, whether it’s in the form of on-site comms systems
and devices, wide area broadcast systems, smartphone apps
and cloud services, or all three. We offer product and service
options which meet the needs of many different industries
and organisations, be they large or small, supported by 24/7,
365 days-a-year UK customer services.

Multitone Electronics Plc
Multitone House
Shortwood Copse Lane
Basingstoke Hampshire
RG23 7NL, UK
+44 (0)1256 320292
info@multitone.com
www.multitone.com
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